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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The goal of this deliverable is the description of the PHYSICS prototype components for the Extended 
Infrastructure Services with Adaptable Algorithms. This is the first version of this document and it covers 
the main prototype components description and their interactions and API. In addition it includes some 
scientific experimentation outcomes as well as the next steps. This document will be a live document that 
will be enriched as the integration of the prototype components progresses until the last version of it. The 
different components are developed as part of the work package WP5. 

The Extended Infrastructure Services with Adaptable Algorithms correspond with the infrastructure level 
and have Kubernetes (OpenShift [15]) as it's centerpiece. It extends Kubernetes' provided functionality with 
extra APIs and with other components on top. The interactions between components, as well as with the 
infrastructure has been defined following the current upstream trends and best practices: using WebHooks, 
Custom Resource Definitions, Operators and running containerized on top of the infrastructure itself. 

The infrastructure layer is divided into 4 main building blocks: a) the semantic model, b) the adaptable 
scheduling algorithms, c) the resource management controllers and interfaces, and d) the optimized co-
allocation strategies. For each one of them, its design specification is described in this document, together 
with the main implementation and integration (API) details, experimentation outcomes and next steps. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The main aim of the PHYSICS Extended Infrastructure layer is to provide the functionality and interfaces 
(APIs) needed for enabling an optimized operation of the edge and cloud services, which in the PHYSICS 
case are used for the realization of the application service graph (i.e., the execution of its functions).  

PHYSICS has selected Kubernetes as the cornerstone for the Infrastructure layer, extended with different 
projects to make it suitable for deploying applications in a multicluster setup (Open Cluster Management 
and Submariner), including special (low-footprint -> MicroShift) clusters located at different edges. 

In addition to ensure integration of those components by working together with their respective upstream 
communities, the WP5 work focuses on the next action points to better support the execution of the 
application service graph: 

 Semantic model to accurately depict and model each service and resource type capabilities and 
needs 

 Provider level Adaptive Scheduling Algorithm that maintains the QoS level by adapting to 
application needs; 

 Optimized co-allocation strategies that minimize performance degradation enabling further 
exploitation of the available resources; 

 Integration of the above items into the resource management layer, in this case Kubernetes. This 
includes the extra APIs and resources needed by the above components for interactions, in this case 
CRDs and Webhooks. It also provides the extra APIs needed for WP3 and WP4 mechanisms, such as 
cross-cluster orchestration or autoscaling mechanisms. 

This deliverable presents the first version of the PHYSICS Extended Infrastructure architecture. 

1.1 Objectives of the Deliverable 
The goal of this deliverable is to define the initial version of the infrastructure layer components and its 
interactions/APIs. It also presents the initial scientific results and planned next steps. 

This deliverable describes the overall infrastructure layer architecture, with its main building blocks 
(semantics, scheduling, resource management, and co-allocation), and the interactions/APIs between them. 
It focuses on the design of those components and their implementation highlights, with focus on cross 
component (WP5 tasks) integration. 

This document is relevant for the design of the PHYSICS architecture (WP2), as well as for the interaction 
with other technical components developed in work packages WP3 (Functional and Semantic Continuum 
Service Design Framework) and specially WP4 (Cloud Platform Services for a Global Space-Time Continuum 
Interplay). Note the APIs exposed in this deliverable will be consumed by WP4 components. This 
deliverable is also useful for future adopters of the PHYSICS infrastructure layer platform, either as a whole 
or just for single components. 

This deliverable presents the first version of the PHYSICS Extended Infrastructure Services with Adaptable 
Algorithms. The design and implementation details of the different components, as well as their APIs, will 
be updated as the project progresses. This document can be considered a live document that will be 
enriched as the software component development and integration progresses, as well as new requirements 
arise from the use cases or due to engagement with upstream communities. It will also be extended as new 
scientific results are available. A final version of the deliverable with the final design and prototype will be 
produced in month 30. 

1.2 Insights from other Tasks and Deliverables 
The Extended Infrastructure Services of PHYSICS has been designed using as input the PHYSICS 
Architecture defined in deliverable D2.4. The infrastructure layer architecture also takes into consideration 
the inputs from upstream best practices regarding kubernetes API extensions and integration, such as CRDs 
and Operators. 
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Although deliverables D3.1 Functional and Semantic Continuum Services Design Framework, Scientific 
Report and Prototype Description V1 and D4.1 Cloud Platform Services for a Global Continuum Space-Time 
Continuum Interplay, Scientific Report and Prototype Description v1 are concurrent in time, they 
progressed in a coordinated manner. Several meetings were organized to define the interactions and APIs, 
especially in relation to WP4 components. These meetings provided very valuable information for the 
definition of the PHYSICS Infrastructure layer, its requirements and API extensions. 

This deliverable will provide input for the several WP6, Use Cases Adaptation, Experimentation, Evaluation, 
deliverables, regarding the integration of the prototypes (D6.1, D6.5) and the first evaluation of it (D6.7). 

1.3 Structure 
The rest of the deliverable is organized as follows. First, an overview of the Infrastructure layer architecture, 
components and interactions is presented in Section 2. Then, the main building blocks (semantics, resource 
management, adaptable scheduling, and optimized co-allocation) are described at Sections 3 to 6, 
respectively. This includes information related to their design, implementation highlights, initial scientific 
outcomes, and the next steps. Finally, conclusions are presented in the last section of the document. 
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2. ARCHITECTURE PROTOTYPE 
The main objective of WP5 is to provide a view and interfaces for enabling optimized operations at different 
edges and the cloud services utilized for running the needed functions/workloads. To achieve this, the 
architecture prototype need to be able to: 

⮚ Accurately depict and model the abilities of each service, as well as resource type (e.g., nodes). 
⮚ Provide different adaptive and real-time provider level schedulers, so that current application needs 

are considered and overall QoS levels can be maintained. 
⮚ Incorporate those algorithms into the resource management and controlling layer, in this case 

Kubernetes/OpenShift clusters. This includes the relevant APIs so that it can be consumed by WP3 
and WP4 components. Note this also relates to the multicluster needs. 

⮚ Improve the resource usage by providing collocation and optimization strategies, minimizing the 
performance degradation effects. 

The first architecture prototype focuses both on the single cluster components/extensions as well as in 
the multicluster aspects. All the above functionality needs to be incorporated in the infrastructure, 
providing the needed APIs for the upper components (e.g., those from WP4) so that applications (i.e., pods, 
functions, workloads) can be easily deployed across different Kubernetes/OpenShift clusters (including 
parts of the workflow on different clusters/edges). Also including the option to have edge clusters with 
limited resources and even different architectures (e.g ARM), such as Raspberry PIs.  

2.1 Main components 
The main components of the architecture prototype can be differentiated depending on whether they are 
targeting the multicluster or the single cluster scenarios. Most of the tasks in this WP (all of them actually) 
focus on the single cluster scenario. However, some of them also cover the multicluster scenario, specially 
in its relation with the APIs provided to WP4. This is the case of tasks 5.1 and 5.3. Note this does not mean 
the scheduling and co-allocation tasks are not run in multiple clusters, but they operate on them in an 
isolated mode from the other clusters. By contrast, T5.1 (semantics) needs to account for multicluster 
information, and T5.3 needs to provide the relevant APIs to WP4, enabling spreading the load among 
clusters. 

For the PHYSICS architecture prototype, we have based our design and implementation in both in-house 
solutions and already existing open source solutions. The next figure shows the main components of the 
first architecture prototype where some of them are existing upstream projects (Prometheus, OpenWhisk, 
Open Cluster Management, Submariner) that we target to contribute to, and the other components are new 
software tools developed within the project. They could be either leveraging kubernetes functionality as 
the base, such as webhooks, and the CRDs (Custom Resource Definition) related ones; or be independent of 
it. 
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Figure 1 - Main components Overview 
 

Let’s cover the main functionality of the components by splitting them into multicluster and single cluster 
functional groups: 

2.1.a Multicluster components 
Open Cluster Management 

It is a community-driven project [1] focused on the multicluster orchestration for kubernetes applications. 
It is in charge of the clusters registration, work distribution across them, enabling dynamic placement 
policies and workloads. Thus, it allows the PHYSICS project to have a central kubernetes cluster hub, from 
which it can manage all the managed kubernetes clusters, as well as the applications running on them.  

In PHYSICS it is used as the main API offered for WP4 to deploy workloads on the different available clouds, 
as well as to perform different configuration on the managed clusters (such as nodes scaling when possible). 
We work on its integration (agent side: Klusterlet) into the low footprint OpenShift (MicroShift, see section 
2.1.2), to be able to leverage its functionality on resource scarce edges. 

Submariner 

Submariner [2] is an upstream (Sandbox) CNCF [3] project that targets to enable direct networking between 
pods and services deployed in different kubernetes clusters, either on-premise or in the cloud. It is fully 
open source and designed to be network plugin (CNI) agnostic -- note this does not mean it can work with 
all the CNIs, and some of them require specific drivers to be fully working. 

In PHYSICS it is used to enable the distribution of pods and services across different clusters, yet enabling 
the connectivity between them. We focus on possible enhancements, such as support for ovn-kubernetes 
CNI, integration into the open cluster management as well as into the low footprint MicroShift (see section 
2.1.2). We are fully engaged in the upstream community (where Red Hat has the majority of contributions) 
and are already reporting issues to make it a better product as well as to ensure it fulfills the PHYSICS needs 
[4][5][6]. 
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2.1.b Single cluster components 
OpenWhisk and OpenWhisk Lite 

Apache OpenWhisk [7] is an open source distributed serverless platform that executes functions in 
response to events, on containers. It supports different languages (such as Go, Java, NodeJS, Python, Rust, 
…), and allows developers to focus on the functional logic (called Actions), that runs in response to events 
(Triggers) from external sources (Feeds). 

In PHYSICS it is used as the serverless platform running on top of OpenShift, and it will be extended/adapted 
to provide the needed functionality. For instance, regarding better integration between Kubernetes 
schedulers and OpenWhisk dispatchers, in regards to pre-warmed containers to speed up executions. 

Prometheus 

Prometheus [8] is an open source CNCF (graduated) project focused on system monitoring and alerting. It 
collects and stores its metrics as time series data and it is adopted as the main monitoring tool on many 
projects/orchestrators, such as OpenShift. 

In PHYSICS we leverage information provided by Prometheus from the Kubernetes clusters to improve the 
scheduling and collocation decisions over time, depending on the status of the system as well as previous 
executions of the applications/pods. 

MicroShift 

MicroShift [9] is a new, experimental flavor of OpenShift/Kubernetes optimized for edge devices use cases. 
It targets low footprint resources, such as single node deployments or Raspberry PIs. It is designed to be 
executed on top of Fedora IoT and RHEL for Edge systems, leveraging OS's capabilities for secure device on-
boarding and system configurations/upgrades. It aims to be secure and resilient to adverse networking 
conditions as well as a very low resource footprint. 

In PHYSICS we are working on integration of MicroShift with Open Cluster Management as well as 
Submariner. We are also working on building a community around it, so that the project gains some 
momentum and starts to be used as a solution for low footprint devices on the edge. 

Semantics and Node/Workflow CRDs 

The Semantics component is fully developed as part of PHYSICS. It is in charge of gathering information 
about the systems and building the ontologies and knowledge base that later the scheduler and collocation 
components use to perform better decisions. It stores the information into newly created Kubernetes 
resources, by using Custom Resource Definitions (CRDs). This way the kubernetes API is extended with this 
information and it can be easily accessible from the other components. 

Workflow CRD Operator 

The CRD operator is another component fully developed for the PHYSICS project. It is a new Kubernetes 
operator that will be in charge of reacting to Workflow CRD objects creation and fill in their information 
with the status information reported from Prometheus, so that it can be used, together with the semantics, 
by the scheduler and collocation components. 

Webhook 

The pods created by OpenWhisk need to be updated so that the proper scheduler and affinities as specified 
before Kubernetes process the pod. To this end we develop a Kubernetes Webhook, which: 

 processes the labels added by OpenWhisk on the pod definition. 
 selects the right scheduler to be used. 
 selects the affinities/antiaffinities (see next two subsections). 
 modifies the pod object accordingly before it is stored on the Kubernetes ETCD database, and 

therefore processed by Kubernetes operators. 
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Scheduler and Scheduler pod(s) 

The scheduler component is another component developed for the PHYSICS project. It is integrated into the 
Webhook (see previous subsection) and it simply selects the scheduler type to be used for that pod. There 
are different types of schedulers running on the system as pods. As highlighted in the previous section, the 
webhook executes the scheduler logic to select the type of scheduler (i.e., scheduler pod) to be used. 

Co-allocation 

Similarly to the scheduler, the collocation component is another component developed for the PHYSICS 
project that will be integrated into the Webhook. This enables the addition of affinities/antiaffinities on the 
pods. This component also makes use of the information present on the WorkFlow CRD to better decide on 
the collocation strategy for a given set of functions (run as pods). 

2.2 API and Interactions 
After defining the main components, let's describe how everything is glued together. The focus is for the 
interactions between the different components in WP5 and the extended infrastructure/APIs (part of T5.3). 

The next diagrams describe the interactions in the context of a single cluster, multicluster interactions 
should be agnostic on whether if there is one or more clusters in the platform, this behavior is a consequence 
to the fact that the underlying layer that provides the multi-clusters connectivity (Submariner) and API 
(Open Cluster Management), which make it transparent as long as the services domain name associated 
with the Submariner exposed service-domain is used. 

2.2.a Semantic API and Interactions with Resource Management layer 
The semantic engine captures clouds and service's functional and non-functional requirements, capabilities 
and characteristics, such as service types, hardware needs, scaling parameters, etc. To provide an API that 
other (kubernetes) components can easily leverage, PHYSICS make use of Kubernetes Custom Resource 
Definition (CRDs). This extends the Kubernetes API with specific objects, in our case Node and Workflow 
CRDs, which contain the needed information related to the semantic models. 

The main interactions are captured in the next figure.  

 

Figure 2 - Semantic component Interactions 
As it can be seen, the semantics engine creates and updates the node or workflow CRDs, these objects will 
be also managed by the Workflow operator. The Workflow operator is in charge of defining the CRDs in the 
Kubernetes cluster and also of including live information about the nodes status as well as performance 
metrics of the running functions that are part of each workflow, such as the cpu or memory used. 

The node CRD specifies the attributes that a node must satisfy to effectively execute a workflow, and a 
workflow CRD describes among its attributes the conditions that must be satisfied by the nodes for its 
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successful execution. This information will be used by the other components developed in WP5 (see next 2 
subsections) 

Both the Node and Workflow specification are defined by the Workflow Operator. Then the semantic engine 
populates entries with relevant data, in cooperation with WP4 components that can also provide 
entries/data through the Open Cluster Manager interfaces. Once this information is injected, the usage of 
standard Kubernetes assets like these CRDs makes the integration with the other WP5 components 
straightforward by making them part of the Kubernetes API offering. 

2.2.b Scheduling APIs and Interactions with Resource Management layer 
The support for multiple intelligent scheduling algorithms for a more efficient resource sharings is 
integrated into the system through Kubernetes webhooks and different scheduler pods: 

⮚ Each scheduler logic should be running in a pod in the Kubernetes cluster. There may be schedulers 
focused on energy efficiency, while others more targeted to the FaaS platform, considering things 
like image layers presence in the different nodes, or performance interference (including 
information coming from collocation and semantic engines). The first integrated prototype will be 
implemented with the CacheLocality scheduler variations detailed in section 5. Example 
information about how to run different schedulers on Kubernetes can be found in [10]. 

⮚ A Webhook is created so that different schedulers can be selected for different pods. The way 
webhooks work in Kubernetes is explained with more details in [11], as well as in section 4. For the 
PHYSICS case the process is the next (also depicted in the next figure): 

1. Pod object creation request arrives to the K8s API. 
2. The Webhooks kicks in, fetches the pod object and performs certain actions on it. In our case 

the scheduler engine gets executed and analyzes the pod annotations (made by OpenWhisk 
and WP3/4 components, regarding the workflow it belongs to, and other extra information 
to be used, such as particular constraints or objective scores coming from the global 
continuum placement component, as mentioned in deliverable D4.1). Based on that it 
decides which scheduler to use. 

3. The webhook changes the pod object definition to include the scheduler to be used: 
 
apiVersion: v1 
kind: Pod 
spec: 
  schedulerName: physics-scheduler 
  containers: 
  …             

Code 1– Pod template with specific scheduler 
 

4. The modified pod object gets stored, after the webhook modifications, into the etcd 
Kubernetes DB. 

5. The scheduler pod sees there is a new pod without a node associated, and executes its logic 
to decide the node it should be scheduled to. 
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Figure 3 - Scheduler component(s) Interactions 
 

Each scheduler (pod) may use different information to perform its decisions. For the PHYSICS project, 
information about the workflow and the nodes, from the CRDs, is used. This information is provided by the 
semantic model as well as by the workflow operator through prometheus, as explained in previous section. 
And it is made easily available to the scheduler pod by Kubernetes (CRD) API. As an example, the pod to be 
scheduled will have annotations regarding the workflow it belongs to. Then, the scheduler pod can check 
the associated Workflow CRD to get a better understanding of the behaviour of that pod/function and how 
to best schedule it. 

Note: at the webhook phase does not necessarily need to use information from the semantics model in order 
to decide on the scheduler type to use. However, for certain cases it may be interesting to not only take into 
consideration the annotated information in the pod, but also the semantic models about the workflow the 
pod belongs to, in order to better decide for the best scheduling strategy to be used (dotted line in above 
figure). 

2.2.c Coallocation APIs and Interactions with Resource Management layer 
The coallocation engine integration is similar to the scheduler case. In this case, and for the first prototype, 
it focuses on the definition of affinities and antiaffinities. It is integrated into the webhook as shown in the 
next figure, by having a second round of pod object modification to also add the affinity information to the 
pod object. This information needs to be considered by the scheduler pod in their filtering (usually 
kubernetes schedulers divide its execution in 2 phases, filtering out the nodes that do not satisfy the 
requirement, and then weighting in the remaining nodes by some factor). 
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Figure 4 - Collocation components Interactions 
Unlike in the scheduler case, here the coallocation part of the webhook needs access to the Workflow CRD 
information in order to select the right affinities -- while in the scheduler case that may be done only at the 
scheduler pod, not at the webhook phase if the information in the annotations is enough. Of course, it can 
also be used if the scheduler type should be selected depending on the workflow semantics. In addition, the 
coallocation also needs access to the Node CRD semantics, for instance to get information about how 
stable/speaky is the behaviour of a node with regards to CPU, Memory and/or network. 

In a second prototype we forecast the usage of performance operators and have the coallocation not only 
working on scheduling/placement time (i.e., the webhook time), but also during pod lifecycle (once it is 
already running) by adapting the node resources associated to them over time. This means we will focus on 
the single node problem (noisy neighbour effect) and how to better distribute the available resources (CPU, 
Mem, IO/Net) between the co-allocated pods over time. 
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3. SEMANTIC MODELS FOR SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS 
Goal of this task is twofold; Create a standard ontology design that provides a basis for semantic 
representation of resources and develop the necessary endpoints and functionalities to insert information 
into the aforementioned ontology model or extract resource information directly from it.  

Designing the aforementioned ontology sets the standard for PHYSICS to capture crucial information on 
resources and along with the application semantics (T3.1) will enable semantic reasoning in the inference 
stage (T4.1), matching resources to applications according to peculiarities and specifications. Examples of 
such specifications could be locality of deployment, gpu enablings, SLA and more functional and non- 
functional capabilities. It should be noted that resources in this sense refer to internal project based 
services, edge services and services provided by external public providers with either computing or storage 
capabilities.  

In addition, information from the resource ontology will be available to be leveraged by other components 
in the work package, described later on in the present deliverable.  All the components that target the 
design, generation or reasoning of semantics and ontologies will be referred to as “Semantics Block” for the 
remainder of this section. The “Semantics Block” is essentially a centralized component that holds the 
necessary information for both application and resources unifying them in a single ontology thus enabling 
a collection of operations to be performed upon it.  

3.1 Design Specification 
3.1.a Domain Specific Language  

The first step towards component realization is choosing a domain specific language that will semantically 
describe the ontology. Several standards and such languages have been introduced to direct the creation of 
ontologies and semantics. TOSCA [19], CAMEL [20] and OWL [21] are all viable options for semantic 
representations, all of them utilized in a variety of different contexts such as the semantic web. For the first 
version of the T5.1 Semantic Models for Service Characteristics OWL has been chosen as the main domain 
specific language due to its flexibility, popularity and the general consensus among components included in 
the “Semantics Block”.    

OWL utilizes three types of objects to describe an ontology:  

a. Classes: Represent objects that are to be described.  
b. Data Properties: Characteristics of the classes.  
c. Object properties: Indicate relationships between classes.  

Based on this concept the initial classes and their properties, describing the necessary resources for an 
application enactment have been defined. Furthermore, a unique IRI have been assigned to the ontology 
and ontology objects. This IRI points to the url that the ontology will be available for download so it can be 
reused and expanded by other interested practitioners or users.  

The normative exchange syntax for OWL is composed of XML and RDF. Although it is not in the scope of this 
document to describe all the XML/RDF and OWL vocabularies and syntax, certain examples are provided to 
visually aid the reader understand the proposed standard. Examples of the rdf xml syntax are presented 
below, while visual examples of the classes are available in section “Implementation and Integration 
highlights”. The first xml block below showcases the definition of the ontology while the second gives an 
overview of how a Class is defined. The latter two indicate the syntax for creating the object and data 
properties respectively.  
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<!-- Example of ontology iri specification, addressed at the top of the ontology --> 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.physics-h2020.eu/physics/" 
     xml:base="http://www.physics-h2020.eu/physics/" 
     …. 
    <owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://www.physics-h2020.eu/physics/"/>          

Code 2– Example of ontology iri specification 
 
<!-- Example of class definition in the ontology --> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.physics-h2020.eu/physics/EdgeDevice"> 
        <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.physics-h2020.eu/physics/Node"/> 
    </owl:Class>          

Code 3– Example of class definition 
 
<!-- Example of object property definition in the ontology --> 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.physics-h2020.eu/physics/isHostedOn"> 
        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/> 
        <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.physics-h2020.eu/physics/Cluster"/> 
        <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.physics-h2020.eu/physics/Resource"/> 
    </owl:ObjectProperty>             

Code 4 – Example of object property definition 
 
<!-- Example of data property definition in the ontology --> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://www.physics-h2020.eu/physics/architecture"> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.physics-h2020.eu/physics/so"/> 
        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/> 
        <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 
    </owl:DatatypeProperty>  

Code 5 – Example of data property definition 

3.1.b Service Semantic Models in the PHYSICS ecosystem  
The classes presented in the previous subsection, when filled with actual information, create instantiations 
also known as “individuals” in the literature. Currently the resource semantics component is designed to 
receive information through the Open Cluster Manager (T5.3) to get notified on the available clusters and 
their nodes. In addition, it gets notified when a new Serverless Platform is deployed through T4.5 Adaptive 
Platform Deployment, Operations and Orchestration. Both provide the necessary information to create the 
respective individuals in the ontology. Moreover, several classes are instantiated by either static 
information (such as SLA) or through user/developer registered information from the respective api 
endpoint. Whenever the ontology is altered or new information is inserted, T4.1 Reasoning Framework is 
notified and decides upon them whether to perform extra reasoning steps or just save them at a local 
semantics registry. Figure 5 depicts these kinds of interactions among T5.1 and other components in the 
PHYSICS platform. 
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Figure 5 - Semantic Models for Service Characteristics in the PHYSICS architecture 
Accessing information from the resource ontology is currently achieved through pre-defined queries that 
can be performed either programmatically or through the Semantics Block UI. In future versions of the 
platform a broader range of queries will be supported by utilizing SparkQL and the Semantics block 
quadstore. The end goal is for users to declare queries freely to retrieve any possible information on both 
resources and applications. Examples of currently supported queries include “get_all_classname” and 
“get_all_attributes_ofA_classname” and “get_classname_relationships” where “classname” could be one of 
the available classes such as “Cluster”. 

3.2 Implementation and Integration Highlights 
The component leverages Python as the programming language of choice and some front-end languages 
and elements with HTML, CSS and JS along the Flask web framework [22] to realize its functionalities. 
Owlready2[23] and ontospy[24] are two key python libraries that allow the handling of ontology data. They 
provide the necessary methods to create individuals and manage aspects of the ontology such as deleting 
and creating classes and properties. The UI part of the application is incorporated to the UI of the Semantics 
Block as a whole. The picture 6 below provides the visuals for the prototype that has been developed. It 
includes a selection of actions through clickable objects that each point out to a different functionality. While 
the first two buttons perform two of the predefined queries the latter lead to different actions: ontology 
visualization and manual resource registration.  

Picture 7 showcase the ontology visualization functionality as offered by the component, with the use of 
ontospy. The picture on the left includes the classes that are defined in the ontology along with their parent-
child relationship. The picture on the left displays the class properties, while the picture on the right 
displays both data and object properties. All of these items provide extra information such as the range and 
domain of the properties and unique IRI assigned to each object in the xml format, when the user interacts 
with them.  
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Figure 6 - Semantics Block initial UI 
 

 

Figure 7 - Resource ontology visualization 
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3.3 Experimentation Outcomes 
Due to the nature of the services provided by the task, outcomes are difficult to be quantified in order to be 
assessed. Rather, the results have practical value, as the component essentially is providing modified 
information to other components and thus its value is task related.  The most observable outcomes derive 
from the integration in the Semantics block. Through the aforementioned RESt API, interested components 
or end users can query the resource ontology to get the respective responses.  An example of such query is 
listed below 
 
curl -X GET http://127.0.0.1:5000/get_available_clusters 

Code 6– Example command to query the ontology resource 
To GET the following response that indicates example information that the component received about the 
available clusters: 
{"cluster1": {"connectionToken": "eyJhbGwm9AKA", "defaultNamespace": "core", "id": 
"cluster1", "location": "Madrid", "prometheusEndPoint": "https://192.168.1.131:9090/", 
"prometheusPushgatewayEndPoint": "", "restAPIEndPoint": "https://192.168.1.131:16443/", 
"slaLiteEndPoint": "http://localhost:8090"},  
"cluster2": {"connectionToken": "axjGHJK34wm9AKA", "defaultNamespace": "core", "id": 
"cluster2", "location": "Athens", "prometheusEndPoint": "https://192.168.1.131:9090/", 
"prometheusPushgatewayEndPoint": "", "restAPIEndPoint": "https://192.168.1.131:16443/", 
"slaLiteEndPoint": "http://localhost:8090"} 
} 

Code 7– Ontology object response 
 

And respectively for the nodes, an example of  information as it will be detailed  follows: 
{"node1": { "name":"kubernetes-master", "role": "master", "creationDate": "26-4-2021 
17:53:46","internalIP": "192.168.222.129", "cpuCapacity": 4, "memoryCapacity": "16397976", 
"podsCapacity": "110", "kernelVersion": "5.4.0-73-generic","os": "Linux", "osImage": "Ubuntu 
20.04.02 LTS", "architecture": "amd64", "containerRuntimeVersion": "docker://19.3.10", 
"kubeletVersion": "1.18.5", "kubeProxyVersion": "1.18.5"}}  

Code 8– Node information answer 
Another example would be querying for specific information such as  the location of the clusters deployed 
retrieved with the following query: 
curl -X GET http://127.0.0.1:5000/location_of_available_clusters 
 
{"cluster1": "location": "Madrid"},  
"cluster2":"location": "Athens"} 
} 

Code 9– Cluster location example 
In addition to the information retrieval examples listed above, the resource semantics component 
incorporates transferring information depicted in the ontology (of type: xml rdf) to kubernetes custom 
resource objects -CRD (to be applied as yaml files). Although still in early development, a proof of concept of 
the node above is given below as a yaml CRD. 
apiVersion: apiextensions.k8s.io/v1beta1  
kind: CustomResourceDefinition 
metadata: 
  name: physicsnodes.physics-faas.eu  
spec: 
  group: semantics  
  version: v1  
  scope: Cluster 
  names: 
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    plural: physicnodes 
    singular: physicnode 
    kind: PhysicsNode 
    shortNames: 
    - pn  
versions:  
  - name v1alpha1 
  - served: true 
  - schema:  
      OpenAPIV3Schema: 
        type: object 
        properties:  
          gpu_enabled: 
            type: boolean 
          os:  
            type: string 
            enum:  
              - Windows 
              - Linux 
           …  
           … 
           … 

Code 10– Semantics CRD example 
Essentially, CRD are extensions of the kubernetes API, registered by the user to create custom objects that 
can later on be controlled extensively and tailored to the needs of the project.  They provide us with the 
ability to extend kubernetes objects to include extra information that we want, which in turn will be utilized 
by other components in the work package or define new API objects. Some of the most crucial information 
to be defined is located under the “Spec” section in the yaml block above, where a set of specifications for 
the CRD are listed such as the grouping tag, the version etc. Furthermore, under the “properties’ section 
under “schema” essentially all the semantic data properties will be annotated along with their range and 
any necessary rules.  A more comprehensive list of the properties added at the time of writing can be found 
under the subsection “Workflow and Node CRDs” in the section below.  

3.4 Next Steps 
The current version of the component includes the necessary functionalities in order to be operational in 
the overall architecture and provide the basis for sharing resource information. Certain future steps will 
allow the expansion, optimization and refinement of the component. Some of the said future goals are listed 
below. 

➢ Expand resource annotations to include more domain specific characteristics in terms of serverless 
applications. 

➢ Add benchmarking information on resources as data properties.  
➢ Alter, when necessary, the ontology design according to the overall changes in component 

realization and requirements.  
➢ Add models and tools that produce new “smart” annotations that derive from initial properties. Such 

annotations could derive for example from clustering algorithms that let us create new grouping 
annotations. 
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4. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CONTROLLERS AND INTERFACES 
This task focuses on the infrastructure layer, both at single cluster (i.e., Kubernetes/OpenShift layer) and 
multicluster (set of Kubernetes/OpenShift clusters). It is in charge of providing the needed APIs for the 
upper layers (WP4 components) and the components developed in this Work Package (Semantics, 
Scheduler and Co-allocation engines), so that they can better control both the infrastructure itself and the 
applications running on top. This means offering the functionality and APIs to be able to perform wiser 
scheduling and collocation decisions, as well as enabling applications deployment across different clusters.  

As a result, this task also focuses on adding the missing functionality at the infrastructure layer to be able 
to support the PHYSICS architecture. When possible, this functionality is added to already existing upstream 
projects, increasing the impact, reusability, and innovation achieved. And for the components that do not 
have a clear fit upstream, we develop them so that they are well integrated into the Kubernetes ecosystem, 
by leveraging the tools that Kubernetes provides for such scenarios. For example by using Custom Resource 
Definition and the Operators Model to extend Kubernetes API -- OpenShift is based on this to extend the 
Kubernetes API and have controllers able to manage the cluster itself, the CNI, the monitorization, etc. 

4.1 Design Specification 
As previously highlighted, the cornerstone of the Infrastructure layer is Kubernetes. However, this is not 
enough for PHYSICS needs as it does not cover the multicluster bits, nor the low-footprint with central 
orchestration/management. Also, it does not come with the needed extra hooks for scheduling/co-
allocation options to make a more efficient usage of the resources. 

We have followed different approaches to take each on of the above issues, as previously highlighted in 
Figure (Main Components Overview): 

 For the multi cluster problem, PHYSICS has researched the upstream options and decided to 
include into its architecture 2 projects. First one is Submariner, which provides connectivity and 
discovery of pods and services across clusters. The second one is Open Cluster Manager, which 
allows onboarding of new clusters and central management of them, both in relation to the cluster 
configuration as well as related to running applications on them. 

 For the edge problem, PHYSICS (in this case Red Hat) has started a new project, named MicroShift, 
to provide a minimal, low-footprint OpenShift binary that can be used to deploy small clusters at 
the edges, including IoT devices such as Raspberry PIs. 

 For the integration of semantics, adaptive schedulers and optimized co-allocation strategies, 
PHYSICS has extended the Kubernetes API with CRDs and a Webhook. The first one (CRD) allows  
special types of objects behind the Kubernetes API (in this case with information about the Nodes 
and the Workflows), and therefore provides a perfect mechanism for the different PHYSICS 
components to interact and communicate. The latter (Webhook) allows the scheduler and co-
allocation strategies developed in this WorkPackage to be executed at the right moment, before the 
pods are scheduled with the default Kubernetes scheduler, without any extra co-allocation hint. 

Next we cover more details about each one of those components. 

4.1.a Submariner for Multicluster networking 
To allow the connectivity between applications (pods and services) deployed at different Kubernetes 
clusters, PHYSICS is using the Submariner upstream project.  

Submariner architecture have 4 main components: 

 Gateway Engine: manages the secure tunnels to other clusters, by default IPSEC tunnels. It is 
deployed in the selected Gateway Node in each cluster. 

 Route Agent: routes cross-cluster traffic from nodes to the node with the active Gateway Engine. 
 Service Discovery: provides DNS discovery of Services across clusters. 
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 Broker: facilitates the exchange of metadata between Gateway Engines enabling them to discover 
one another. Note, unlike the other components, this only needs to be installed in one cluster (the 
central/hub one). 

This provides out of the box IP connectivity, and it provides the APIs to provide service discovery (DNS) 
across clusters -- deciding what services to expose. This is the API needed by upper layers in case DNS is 
required. 

4.1.b Open Cluster Management for Multicluster management 
To allow the centralized management and configuration of clusters, as well as the deployment of 
applications on them, PHYSICS selected the  Open Cluster Management upstream project. Open Cluster 
Management (OCM) is a powerful, modular, extensible platform for Kubernetes multi-cluster orchestration. 
Unlike previous efforts trying to bring the Kubernetes federation, OCM tries a different approach. It 
embraces the "hub-agent" model. In OCM, the multi-cluster control plane is modeled as a "hub" and on the 
other hand each of the cluster being managed by the "Hub" will be a "klusterlet": 

 Hub Cluster:  cluster that runs the multi-cluster control plane of OCM. It is supposed to be either 
light-weight cluster hosting merely a few fundamental controllers and services, or have 2 roles -- 
hub cluster and klusterlet-- so that workloads can also be executed on it. 

 Klusterlet: clusters being managed by the hub cluster, also called “managed cluster” or “spoke 
cluster”. The klusterlet actively pulls the latest prescriptions from the hub cluster and consistently 
reconciles the physical Kubernetes cluster to the expected state. 
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Figure 8 - Open Cluster Management Architecture (taken from [16]) 
It is important to note that each klusterlet works independently and autonomously, so they have a weak 
dependency to the availability of the hub cluster. If the hub goes down (e.g. during maintenance or network 
partition) the klusterlet or other OCM agents working in the managed cluster are supposed to keep actively 
managing the hosting cluster until it re-connects. This is ideal for edge cluster use cases. 

4.1.c MicroShift for edge deployments 
MicroShift is a research project that is creating an experimental OpenShift/Kubernetes (OKD, the  
Kubernetes distribution by the OpenShift community) flavor which is optimized for edge use cases. Edge 
devices/clusters deployed out in the fields (as in PHYSICS e-agriculture pilot) pose very different 
operational, environmental, and business challenges from cloud computing. Due to that, MicroShift flavor 
makes some trade-off and cleanly layers on top of edge-optimized Linux OS like Fedora IoT or RHEL for 
Edge. At the same time, it aims to be secure and resilient to adverse networking conditions and have a very 
low resource footprint. 

4.1.d CRDs for PHYSICS components interactions 
Kubernetes Custom Resources (CRs) [12] are extensions to Kubernetes API that are not necessarily 
available in default Kubernetes installation. It represents a customization of a particular Kubernetes 
installation and is how many core Kubernetes functions are built nowadays, making Kubernetes more 
modular. This model is the one followed by PHYSICS. 
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As previously shown in sections 2.2, the different components developed in this module need to 
communicate and generate/consume shared information. To this end, at the infrastructure level, we have 
created 2 new CRDs (Workflow and Node), so that they are accessible behind the Kubernetes API.  

The CRD API resource allows defining CRs. By defining a new CRD object, a new CR is created with the name 
and the schema specified. And then Kubernetes API serves and handles the storage of that CR (in our case 
Workflow and Node). This frees us from writing our own API server to handle those resources. In addition, 
CRs  can appear and disappear in a running cluster through dynamic registration, so a cluster admin can 
update the CRs independently of the cluster itself, and therefore not break the applications/controllers 
using them. 

Once a custom resource is installed, users (in this case the PHYSICS components) can create and access its 
objects using standard Kubernetes APIs (for instance, kubectl), just as they do for built-in resources like 
Pods. 

There are well known examples of CRD usage in the Kubernetes ecosystem. For example, to manage the 
own kubernetes infrastructure as another kubernetes resource: this is done with the Cluster API, where 
servers are defined by machine and machinesets CRD objects  (in the same way as pods and replicaset are 
defined for applications). A definition of the machine CRD can be found here [17]. And once defined in 
Kubernetes, they can be retrieved as normal objects: 
$ oc get machines -n openshift-machine-api 
NAME                                           PHASE     TYPE        REGION       ZONE          AGE 
ocphub-t4rh8-master-0                          Running   m5.xlarge   eu-north-1   eu-north-1a   44d 
ocphub-t4rh8-master-1                          Running   m5.xlarge   eu-north-1   eu-north-1b   44d 
ocphub-t4rh8-master-2                          Running   m5.xlarge   eu-north-1   eu-north-1c   44d 
ocphub-t4rh8-submariner-gw-eu-north-1a-krrtj   Running   m5.xlarge   eu-north-1   eu-north-1a   32d 
ocphub-t4rh8-worker-eu-north-1a-txkh8          Running   m5.xlarge   eu-north-1   eu-north-1a   14d 
ocphub-t4rh8-worker-eu-north-1b-fxhzw          Running   m5.xlarge   eu-north-1   eu-north-1b   14d 
ocphub-t4rh8-worker-eu-north-1c-ktkjn          Running   m5.xlarge   eu-north-1   eu-north-1c   14d  

Code 11 – Kubernetes machine objects 
And the object looks like: 
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apiVersion: machine.openshift.io/v1beta1 
kind: Machine 
metadata: 
  annotations: 
    machine.openshift.io/instance-state: running 
  finalizers: 
  - machine.machine.openshift.io 
  labels: 
    ... 
  name: ocphub-t4rh8-worker-eu-north-1a-txkh8 
  namespace: openshift-machine-api 
  ownerReferences: 
  - apiVersion: machine.openshift.io/v1beta1 
    blockOwnerDeletion: true 
    controller: true 
    kind: MachineSet 
    name: ocphub-t4rh8-worker-eu-north-1a 
    uid: 590ce0b9-7a7f-4f81-bc97-b1147b827ef0 
  uid: b4601937-6be3-4572-bac2-407f48c27423 
spec: 
  metadata: {} 
  providerID: aws:///eu-north-1a/.... 
  providerSpec: 
    value: 
      ami: 
        id: ami-... 
      apiVersion: awsproviderconfig.openshift.io/v1beta1 
      blockDevices: 
      - ebs: 
          encrypted: true 
          iops: 0 
          kmsKey: 
            arn: "" 
          volumeSize: 120 
          volumeType: gp2 
      credentialsSecret: 
        name: aws-cloud-credentials 
      deviceIndex: 0 
      iamInstanceProfile: 
        id: ocphub-t4rh8-worker-profile 
      instanceType: m5.xlarge 
      kind: AWSMachineProviderConfig 
      placement: 
        availabilityZone: eu-north-1a 
        region: eu-north-1 
      securityGroups: 
      - filters: 
        - name: tag:Name 
          values: 
          - ocphub-t4rh8-worker-sg 
      subnet: 
        filters: 
        - name: tag:Name 
          values: 
          - ocphub-t4rh8-private-eu-north-1a 
      tags: 
      - name: kubernetes.io/cluster/ocphub-t4rh8 
        value: owned 
      - name: ocphub 
        value: "true" 
      userDataSecret: 
        name: worker-user-data 

Code 12 – Kubernetes machine CRD example 
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In the PHYSICS architecture, the design around the CRDs is the next: 

1. The Workflow and Node CRDs are created at the infrastructure layer (more information about the 
specifics of these CRDs in the Implementation and Integration in section 4.2) 

2. The Semantic module as well as WP4 components are in charge of creating objects of those new 
types, with the relevant information. For example, for a given Workflow CRD, information about the 
functions that belong to a given workflow, the needs for each specific function, the relation to the 
functions in the workflow, etc. 

3. Pods will be annotated with information about the workflow CRD they belong to, as well as what 
function they represent in that workflow. 

4. Both the scheduler and the co-allocation engines can access this information to make their 
decisions. As an example, the co-allocation module, when defining the affinities for a pod it will: 

 check the pod annotations to get the workflow it belongs to, and the function it represents. 
 get the information about the workflow, by retrieving the specific workflow CRD object. 
 execute its logic, depending on the information in the workflow, such as the functions it 

receives inputs to, or where the outputs should go. 
 update the pod object with  the relevant affinities and antiaffinities. 

More information about the co-allocation logic can be found at section 6. And more information about how 
it gets triggered in the next subsection. 

4.1.e WebHook for triggering scheduling and co-allocation actions 
The last part of the design is how to make sure that our scheduling and co-allocation techniques get applied 
in a kubernetes cluster when a pod gets created by another entity, in this case from WP4 by using an OCM 
ManifestWork template, or by OpenWhisk itself. 

In Kubernetes, the way to specify the scheduler to use by a pod (if the default one is not to be used) is to add 
the name of the scheduler in the pod spec [10]. Similarly for affinities [13]. To be able to inject that into the 
pod object before it is processed by kubernetes (and therefore scheduler with the default scheduler, and 
with no affinities) we leverage the functionality offered by Kubernetes named Dynamic Admission 
Controllers and Webhooks [11]. 

Admission webhooks are HTTP callbacks that receive admission requests and do something with them. 
There are 2 types of admission webhooks: validating admission webhooks and mutating admission 
webhooks. Mutating admission webhooks are invoked first, and can modify objects sent to the API server, 
usually used to enforce custom defaults. After all object modifications are complete, and after the incoming 
object is validated by the API server, validating admission webhooks are invoked and are usually used to 
reject requests to enforce custom policies. In PHYSICS we focus on the Mutating admission webhook and 
the logic is the next: 

 The pod object gets created, triggering the HTTP callback to execute the webhook 
 The webhook has both the co-allocation and scheduler logics 

o Scheduler: based on pods annotations it selects the scheduler to be used by the pod and 
modifies (inserts) the information by changing the pod spec 

o Co-allocation: based on pod annotations related to the Workflow CRD it belongs to and the 
function, it performs the optimizations and resolves a set of affinities and antiaffinites that 
are added to the pod spec too. 

 The modified pod object gets stored into the Kubernetes DB (etcd), which triggers the pod 
scheduling process with the new scheduler stated and the set of affinities/antiaffinities. 
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4.2 Implementation and Integration Highlights 
4.2.a Submariner and Open Cluster Management integration 

As part of PHYSICS, we are contributing to the upstream projects used for multicluster management. 
Besides being involved in the relevant communities (e.g., slack channel where upstream work happens), 
which we plan to do along the whole life of the project to ensure alignment with PHYSICS needs, we are 
working on: 

 Integration of Submariner and Open Cluster Management projects. 
 Reporting bugs we discovered, and collaborating in their troubleshooting and fixes. We have already 

reported: 
o https://github.com/submariner-io/submariner/issues/1608 
o https://github.com/submariner-io/submariner/issues/1625 
o https://github.com/submariner-io/submariner/issues/1631 

 Submariner support for the ovn-kubernetes CNI used by OpenShift, needed to be able to connect 
clusters with ovn-kubernetes to other clusters. 

o https://submariner.io/getting-started/architecture/networkplugin-syncer/ovn-
kubernetes/  

 Integration of Submariner and Open Cluster Management on the edge clusters based on MicroShift. 

Regarding their integration into the PHYSICS architecture, PHYSICS leverages their provided APIs. For 
Submariner, as mentioned before, for IP connectivity there is nothing different to be done. If Submariner is 
properly installed and configured, it provides connectivity for pods and services when they are created in 
the standard Kubernetes way. The ServiceExport CRD offered by Submariner needs to be used in case 
service discovery is needed (DNS resolution of services cross clusters). This would be managed through the 
Open Cluster Management integration, providing the needed API for ServiceExport at WP4 orchestration 
engines. 

As for the Open Cluster Management, we leverage the clusters related CRDs for multicluster management 
APIs. We add annotations into them so that extra information can be available, such as the cluster region. 
For application lifecycle management we also use the ManifestWork CRD offered. This is how the WP4 
components can make use of different clusters through the central hub cluster, deploying the applications 
in the same way as it was in the local cluster, but with the ManifestWork CRD wrapper. The next is an 
example of how to deploy a container (CONTAINER_IMAGE) in a pod named "hello", in the "default" 
namespace, in the cluster "edge-cluster". Note the ManifestWork is created in a namespace in the central 
cluster, which is associated with the remote (edge) cluster. This namespace is the one being watched by the 
remote cluster agent to detect the need for deploying the manifest. 
apiVersion: work.open-cluster-management.io/v1 
kind: ManifestWork 
metadata: 
  name: mw-test 
  namespace: edge-cluster 
spec: 
  workload: 
    manifests: 
      - apiVersion: v1 
        kind: Pod 
        metadata: 
          name: hello 
          namespace: default 
        spec: 
          containers: 
            - name: demo 
              image: CONTAINER_IMAGE 

Code 13 – OCM manifest work example 
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4.2.b MicroShift development and integration 
In PHYSICS we are contributing to the development and testing of the MicroShift Kubernetes flavor. We are 
working on this project to make it a more widely known upstream project and build a community around 
it. It is still in the early days and more work and attention is needed. 

In PHYSICS we are focusing on its integration with Open Cluster Management and Submariner. We have 
already discovered some problems related to pods connectivity across sites due to the default CNI being 
used (flannel). As for the APIs, once integrated into Open Cluster Management, it should behave exactly the 
same as any other Kubernetes clusters, so the same ManifestWork (API) can be used to deploy applications 
on them, and thanks to Submariner integration, pods in that cluster should be able to reach to or be 
reachable from other pods/services in other clusters. 

The main target is to eventually be able to provision MicroShift by setting the image in a device, shipping it 
on-site (in our case the greenhouse) and plugging it into the network and power. From that point on, it 
should be managed by the Open Cluster Management -- and through the GitOps principles. In addition, we 
are working on adding support for ARM-based devices (such as Raspberry PIs), so that those can be part of 
the edge clusters too. 

4.2.c Workflow and Node CRDs 
As explained in the design specification section, as well as in Section 2, in PHYSICS we rely on new CRDs to 
store the information needed by different PHYSICS components and make them available through the 
Kubernetes API. 

We are developing an operator, named Workflow CRD Operator, which is in charge of creating the 
specification of the CRD objects that we use (Workflow and PhysicsNode CRDs), following the Kubernetes 
Operator pattern [14]. Operators are software extensions to Kubernetes that make use of those CRDs to 
manage applications and their components, i.e., it allows you to extend the Kubernetes cluster's behaviour 
without modifying the Kubernetes cluster itself. 

Once the operator defines both CRDs, the WP4 components, as well as the semantic engine can start creating 
and/or updating objects of those types (workflow or physicsnode) with relevant information for the other 
WP5 components, in this case scheduling and co-allocation engines. WP4 components and the semantic 
engine are in charge of adding information related to: 

 Workflow 
o Functions that belong to the workflow 
o inputs and outputs for those functions 
o requested resources: cpu, mem, net 
o specific hardware needs: GPUs, FPGAs, ARM/IoT, … 
o categorization of the behavior, e.g., memory intensive, cpu spiky, … 

 PhysicsNode: 
o Static data such as number of cores, memory 
o Categorization of the node, related to aggregated cpu/mem/net usage 

Then, the operator, by using prometheus data, can start adding extra dynamic information to those CRDs, 
such as current CPU usage for the PhysicsNode, or the node selected for a given function of a workflow. 

We are still in the process of fully defining all the required information in those CRDs. This is easy to update 
as we discover new information that can be relevant for the scheduling and/or co-allocation actions. And 
the APIs remain the same for the interactions between components. 

The initial version of those CRDs defined for the first prototype are the next: 

 Node CRD is defined as follows, where the properties of the compute nodes that are relevant for 
deciding where to execute the pods belonging to a specific physics workflow are defined: 
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apiVersion: apiextensions.k8s.io/v1 
kind: CustomResourceDefinition 
metadata: CustomResourceDefinition 
  name: node.physics-faas.eu 
spec: 
  group: physics-faas.eu 
  version: v1alpha1 
  versions: 
    - name: v1alpha1 
      served: true 
      storage: true 
  scope: Namespaced 
  names: 
    kind: PhysicsNode 
    listKind: PhysicsNodeList 
    plural: physicsnodes 
    singular: physicsnode 
  validation: 
    openAPIV3Schema: 
      required: 
        - spec 
      properties: 
        spec: 
          required: 
            - location 
            - cpu_cores 
            - cpu_type 
            - memory 
            - memory 
            - disk_type 
            - disk_size 
            - special_hardware 
          properties: 
            location: 
              type: string 
            cpu_cores: 
              type: int 
            … 
        status: 
          required: 
            - current_cpu_usage 
            - current_memory_usage 
            - current_number_pods 

Code 14 – Node CRD definition 
 Workflow CRD is defined as follows, where the properties of the workflow that are relevant for 

deciding co-allocation options for the pods belonging to a specific physics workflow are defined: 

Another example, this time for the Workflow CRD can be: 
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apiVersion: apiextensions.k8s.io/v1 
kind: CustomResourceDefinition 
metadata: CustomResourceDefinition 
  name: workflow.physics-faas.eu 
spec: 
  group: physics-faas.eu 
  version: v1alpha1 
  versions: 
    - name: v1alpha1 
      served: true 
      storage: true 
  scope: Namespaced 
  names: 
    kind: PhysicsWorkflow 
    listKind: PhysicsWorkflowList 
    plural: physicsworkflows 
    singular: physicsworkflow 
  validation: 
    openAPIV3Schema: 
      required: 
        - spec 
      properties: 
        spec: 
          required: 
            - function 
          properties: 
            function: 
              type: object 
              required: 
              - name 
              - input_from 
              - output_to 
              - special_hardware 
              - cpu_request 
              - mem_request 
              - io_request 
              - cpu_categorization 
              - mem_categorization 
              - io_categorization 
            … 
        status: 
          required: 
            function 
              type: object 
              required 
              - name 
              - node 
              - running 

Code 15 – Workflow CRD definition 
Both CRDs support the semantics engine, and the workflow operator listens for newly included custom 
resources (workflows) for their corresponding processing. Then, thanks to the information stored on them, 
the scheduling  and co-allocation engines can make their decisions. For example, if a function of a workflow 
requires a node with an specific property, for example cuda_gpu as special hardware, then this information 
can be "requested" on the workflow CRD, and the co-allocation engine and the scheduler can use the 
PhysicsNode CRD objects to obtain the nodes which satisfy that condition, and therefore have the pod 
executing in a node with a cuda GPU. 
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4.2.d Webhook for scheduler and co-allocation engines 
As mentioned before, and as explained in the next Pod/Function workflow creation flow section, we made 
use of Kubernetes Mutating Webhooks to implement the functionality that allows us to modify the pod 
object definition with the decisions of the schedulers to be used and the affinities to enforce. 

The implementation consists on 3 main building blocks: 

 MutatingWebhookConfiguration Kubernetes object: This is the Kubernetes knob to allow us to define 
what type of objects we are going to receive a call back from. In our case the next, which ensure we 
receive events in case of pods being created, which is the step when we need to decide on the scheduler 
to use and the affinities: 

apiVersion: admissionregistration.k8s.io/v1 
kind: MutatingWebhookConfiguration 
metadata: 
  name: physics-webhook 
webhooks: 
  - name: physics-adminssion-controller.openshift.io 
    … 
    rules: 
      - operations: ["CREATE"] 
        apiGroups: [""] 
        apiVersions: ["*"] 
        resources: ["pods"] 

Code 16 – Mutating webhook example 
 Kubernetes DaemonSet: Runs our webhook logic in a container, ensuring it is running in all the master 

nodes. 
 The webhook logic itself, runs as a webhook http server that will receive the pod object request and 

perform the needed actions to modify it with the proper scheduler and affinities to use. 

Note the pod object needs to have some annotations that allow the co-allocation and scheduler to take the 
needed decision. In addition, note the scheduler being selected needs to be running on the cluster as a pod, 
as explained here [10]. 

4.2.e Cluster provisioning flow 
The next subsections present the interactions between the above components, with special focus on the 
single cluster part.  

Once a (set of) cluster(s) is onboarded into Open Cluster Management, the different clusters can be managed 
from the hub cluster (i.e., the central one used to manage the different edges, and that contains the 
Submariner broker). The first step, before being able to deploy Functions in a given edge, is to configure 
(from the central cluster) the edge with the required components/applications. This is depicted in the next 
figure: 
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Figure 9 - OpenWhisk and Environment provisioning/configuration 
As highlighted in the figure, the Open Cluster Management is the API that WP4 should use to configure 
the (edge) clusters as needed. WP4 components need to create a ManifestWork YAML pointing to the 
selected cluster, i.e., created on the central cluster but on the namespace associated to the edge that will be 
used -- known as a spoke cluster in Open Cluster Management nomenclature. The ManifestWork contains 
the list of Kubernetes objects to be created, and that could include not only pods, but also services, 
ServiceExports (for the Submariner support, to make the pods/services available across different clusters), 
and other specific CRDs, for instance the ones related to the Node/Workflow, or the Kubernetes nodes itself. 

Thanks to the OCM integration, WP4 deploys and configures the environment through it by: 

⮚ ManifestWork including a Job to provision and configure OpenWhisk (OW). If extra configuration 
tweaks are needed  for OW in the future, we can upgrade this to have an OW operator instead that 
is in charge of deploying the OW framework. This is similar to the Node/Workflow CRD and 
operator. It would be as simple as including the related CRD object into the ManifestWork. And once 
created in the destination cluster, the operator will trigger the OpenWhisk installation. 

⮚ ManifestWork with the WebHook components, usually secrets (for the certs to use), 
MutatingWebHookConfiguration object (to configure the trigger for the actions, for instance, pod 
creation), and the webhook itself running as a daemonset. 

⮚ ManifestWork with the scheduler pods to deploy, depending on which ones should be available. 
⮚ ManifestWork with the node objects, so that new nodes can be created in the cluster, scaling them 

up/down -- note this is only possible in clusters that are running on top of clouds (private or public), 
so that new workers can be created. It should not be an option for single node, baremetal clusters. 

⮚ ManifestWork to deploy the Workflow operator and its CRDs. 
Of course, new configurations can be added as needed easily, especially if they run containerized on top of 
kubernetes. 
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4.2.f Pod/Function workflow creation flow 
Once the infrastructure is configured as needed, the functions/pod creation process can be started. A 
normal flow is depicted on the next figure: 

 

Figure 10 - Pod/Function creation flow 
1. WP4 components make use of the Open Cluster Management API to create a kubernetes job that will 

trigger a function/sequence of functions execution in the OpenWhisk installed on the desired cluster -- 
this steps can be skipped by directly contacting the OpenWhisk installed in that cluster and triggering 
the execution. 

2. After that OpenWhisk will create the pod(s) with some specific annotations, to provide the needed 
information for kubernetes on how to proceed with them. 

3. This pod creation request is intercepted by the Webhook. The webhook will execute the scheduler and 
coallocation logics (which in turn will make use of the Workflow/Node CRDs information created by the 
semantic engine and the workflow operator) and then update the pod object with information about 
the scheduler to be used and the affinities/antiaffinities to enforce. Finally the pod object gets stored 
into the Kubernetes ETCD datastore. 

4. The normal process starts in Kubernetes. The scheduler is notified about a pod that needs to be 
scheduled (it is not associated with any node) and executes the filtering (depending on the resources 
availability and the affinities) and the weighting to select the most suitable node to associate with the 
pod.  
Note: the scheduler executed is not the default one, but the one associated with that pod. 

5. Once the pod gets associated with the node, that kubelet and CNI running in that node are the ones in 
charge of creating the pod and connecting it to the network -- this is the normal Kubernetes process. 

6. In addition there is a feedback loop where the information about the pod running specific function is 
retrieved and processed by the Workflow operator. It then puts it back into the Workflow CRD object 
associated with the workflow that the pod/function was part of. In this way the future 
scheduling/collocation decisions can be improved. 

4.3 Experimentation Outcomes 
During this phase of the project, the focus has been on the selection of the main (upstream/open-source) 
components as well as defining their interactions and APIs by using the CRDs and Operators model. We 
have implemented a first prototype based on those, as well as an initial (limited in functionality) Webhook 
that is able to trigger the scheduling and co-allocation engines. With more details we have: 

⮚ Deployed the main OKD (upstream version of OpenShift) on AWS and started its configuration and 
the deployment of other components/operators on top. 
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⮚ Deployed an external (testing) cluster and connected it to the cluster running on AWS. 
⮚ Deployed and evaluated the feasibility of using Open Cluster Management for our multicluster 

orchestration needs. 
⮚ Deployed and evaluated the feasibility of using Submariner as the tool to interconnect workloads in 

a multicluster scenario. We have identified several bugs and reported them upstream 
○ https://github.com/submariner-io/submariner/issues/1608 
○ https://github.com/submariner-io/submariner/issues/1625 
○ https://github.com/submariner-io/submariner/issues/1631  

⮚ Work with the MicroShift project for low footprint openshift at the edges. Initial testing and 
evaluation of missing integration points with OCM and Submariner. We started working on fixing 
the issues (contributing the fixes to the respective projects). 

⮚ Create the initial webhook logic that can later be extended to plug in the scheduler and collocation 
engines. 

⮚ Create the initial CRDs definitions used for interactions between WP4, and WP5 semantic, scheduler 
and co-allocation engines. 

4.4 Next Steps 
The planned next steps focus on further integration of the components as well as enhancing the 
functionality provided by some of them, with more focus on the multicluster needs. In addition, we will 
work on the integration across work packages, specially with the components from WP4. 

⮚ Add support for MicroShift and OCM integration. For now we have focus on the OCM integration in 
the main cluster, not in low footprint clusters 

⮚ Add support for MicroShift and Submariner integration. Similarly to the above point. 
⮚ Integrate more advanced scheduler and collocation functionalities into the WebHook infrastructure. 
⮚ For now, the Workload CRD operator focuses on installation/creation of the CRD specs so that the 

other components can make use of it and obtain the base information to perform the scheduling and 
co-allocation decisions. The next steps will be to enhance it so that it can also monitor the status of 
the related Kubernetes objects (i.e., pods and nodes) and update the CRD status information based 
on it. 
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5. ADAPTABLE PROVIDER LEVEL SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS 
This section focuses on the description of the local level scheduling taking place individually on each cluster 
that participates in the global continuum.  In particular, the scheduling algorithms and related mechanisms 
will be responsible for the intelligent placement of independent “Functions” of a broader FaaS application 
workflow upon the underlying compute infrastructure of a single cluster.   

The research upon scheduling algorithms for FaaS applications executed on hybrid computing 
infrastructures has to pass through studies that will analyze the behaviour of FaaS applications executions 
capturing the different phases of deployment environment preparation, resources utilization, load 
balancing, etc. This study makes use of a scheduling simulator Batsim[28], a real testbed infrastructure 
deployed upon Grid5000[29] and a suite of FaaS benchmarks FunctionBench[30] that have been 
particularly adapted to fit the needs of our experimentation. The methodology and mechanisms used during 
this study play an important role not only in the initial development of the scheduling algorithms but also 
in their optimizations and scalability improvements. Hence, it will be described as side mechanisms of the 
component and the relevant code will be made available in the PHYSICS repo. 

The remainder of this section is as follows: Initially we provide an experimentation methodology and initial 
analysis which is performed to have an initial feedback on which are the most interesting scheduling 
algorithms to explore in a FaaS execution environment; Then we provide the design specification of our 
component followed by the implementation and integration highlights. The next subsection presents some 
initial experimentation outcomes related to the implemented algorithms and finally the last subsection 
describes the next steps. 

5.1 Experimentation methodology and initial analysis 
Based on the specific architectural choices of PHYSICS such as the selection of OpenWhisk as FaaS layer and 
Kubernetes as the resource manager and orchestration layer; the local level scheduling algorithms will be 
implemented as schedulers in Kubernetes to capture the allocation of computational resources but also 
parts of the scheduling logic will lie within OpenWhisk to address the problematics related to each 
individual function to be deployed. 

In order to better understand the internals and interactions taking place during the scheduling of functions 
and try to investigate which are the most interesting scheduling algorithms to focus on we have started our 
research by defining an experimentation methodology and by performing an analysis of FaaS applications 
execution. For this we have used the following tools: 

 A suite of FaaS benchmarks FunctionBench which we have adequately adapted to be executed under 
the OpenWhisk-Kubernetes context[31]. 

 The usage of Grid5000 experimental platform to allow the deployment of our analysis. 
 A set of scripts to automate and reproduce the deployment of an OpenWhisk-Kubernetes-

Prometheus environment upon the Grid5000 platform. 
 A set of scripts to collect the outputs of the experiments and provide plots and graphs to visualize 

various metrics and get insights regarding the behavior of FaaS applications’ executions[32]. 
 The Batsim-Simgrid scheduling simulator to allow the study of scheduling policies under particular 

contexts in a simulation mode. 

Based on these tools we have defined an experimental methodology that makes use of the real FaaS 
benchmarks deployed upon a pre-provisioned Openwhisk-Kubernetes-Prometheus cluster upon Grid5000 
under different conditions to study the internals of Openwhisk and Kubernetes while trying to extract 
interesting insights related to the execution of typical FaaS applications and their scheduling needs. 

In this context, initially we were able to separate and study the different phases of functions’ execution  - 
allocating container, deploying container, executing containers, destroying containers - and regarding the 
platform level - downloading input data, executing functions, uploading input data - to then analyse 
potential space for improvements.  
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For that we have deployed Kubernetes-OpenWhisk on two isolated nodes of Cluster Grid5000, with the 
following configuration per node: CPU: 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2660 v2, cores: 10 cores/CPU, memory: 128 GiB, 
storage: 1 x 600 GB HDD + 4 x 600 GB HDD, network: 1 Gbps (SR-IOV) + 2 x 10 Gbps (SR-IOV). Then we 
performed executions, with different inputs, several FaaS adapted functions[31] such as, float operation, 
matrix multiplication. 

 

Figure 11 – Results from executing several functions 
The figure above summarizes our results and the execution of several functions. The y-axis shows function 
names while their duration(s) is shown in the x-axis. By the colors it is possible to see the different phases 
performed by each function, and by the lines (continue or dashed) it is possible to see the node where the 
functions were executed. The phase from 00 to 02 relies on the preparation of the containers required by 
the functions. They are performed by Kubernetes. The following phases, from 03 to 05, are performed by 
OpenWhisk, once the containers are ready for usage. This simple experiment aims to show the different 
behavior of different instances of the same functions, when allocated to different nodes. It is possible to see 
that instances of functions allocated to the same nodes reduced the duration of the three first phases in 
subsequent instances. For example, from top to bottom, rnngenerate, pyaes and facedetection considerably 
reduced the duration of phases related to their containers when executed the second or third instance of 
the same function in the same node. This is due to the re-usage of the same container when such functions 
were allocated to the same machine. On the contrary, functions such as, from top to bottom, pyaes and 
matmul performed the same phases twice or more because their different instances were allocated to 
different nodes. 
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Hence our observation is that in a typical FaaS context where task executions are usually less than 10min  
the containers’ download and initialization time have taken, proportionally, a considerable part of the 
whole deployment, while most of the times taking even longer than their functions’ execution time. 

Based on the above analysis as performed for the default Openwhisk-Kubernetes case we decided to initially 
focus on the image and image layers locality as a means to minimize the download phase and speed-up the 
deployment of functions. This leads us in designing scheduling policies in a way to favor nodes that already 
have the needed container image or at least some layers of it. Both cases will contribute in minimizing the 
pre-execution phase and eventually decrease the turnaround time of each function while improving the 
performance of the system.  

5.2 Design Specification 
The local cluster scheduling algorithms are provided basically by specific Kubernetes scheduling policies. 
The way that these algorithms are called and interact with the various components of PHYSICS stack is 
described in more detail in section 2.2.2 where a detailed figure shows where the scheduler is situated and 
how the information flows in relation to it.  

In particular, the higher level placement decision, as performed by the Global Continuum Placement 
component, described in D4.1 is forwarded through the global Orchestrator by using Open Cluster 
Management to the local cluster orchestrator, managed by Kubernetes. Then through the described 
technique using the webhook a particular scheduling algorithm is selected to better fit the needs of the 
execution to be performed. Of course the respect of constraints. 

The design of our scheduling algorithms is based on the experimentation and simulation methodology that 
we described in the previous section. In particular the study of scheduling algorithms needs to be done 
using particular platforms which will allow us to simulate different aspects of scheduling under various 
contexts. For that we make use of platforms such as Simgrid[25] and Batsim[26] which simplify the 
simulation of distributed systems and in particular the scheduling on complex hybrid infrastructures which 
is our focus here. Hence the design of our algorithms in parallel with the preparation of our simulation 
platforms is an important aspect of our study.  

After the analysis described in section 5.1 we started designing our first scheduling policies that seemed 
most interesting based on our initial results. These policies focused on the placement of tasks-functions 
based on the locality of the containers or its layers as required by the functions. 

Hence, our initial designs of scheduling algorithms are based on the locality of the containers and their 
layers and are named CacheLocality. These scheduling policies search for available resources and among 
them, search for the container required by the particular function. If found, the function execution will 
benefit from a reduction of the time needed to download and deploy the required container. The goal of this 
policy is to explicitly search for containers, since we have seen in our studies the benefits of avoiding having 
to download a container prior to an execution. In this context, there are many possible scenarios of 
investigation.  

For instance, it is possible to reverse the order of the priorities of such a policy, and first search for nodes 
that already have a required container and then to check if such nodes are available or not. This can result 
in two different policies: the first one can enforce the function to wait for the nodes to become available, 
once the ones with the required container are found but are currently utilized; the second possible policy 
would not wait for the nodes to become available and would just download a new instance of the container 
in an available resource.  

Going further we also designed variations which take into account the existence of particular layers of a 
container again following the similar choices like in the whole containers case. When we say layers here we 
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mean Docker container layers. Since each container is based on layers, if the needed container uses layers 
from other containers that already exist then it’s download time is minimized to the time needed to 
download only the layers that are still missing. This can greatly speed up the download of a container (and 
also save overall space on disk needed as we avoid downloading the same layers in other nodes).  Such 
variations of the CacheLocality policy were designed, implemented and studied and are described more 
thoroughly in the following subsections. 

5.3 Implementation and Integration Highlights 

As described before we focused first on the CacheLocality policies and its variants in order to try to address 
the various delays that we may have when downloading containers and their layers. In order to adapt to 
the different contexts, we created several variations of the CacheLocality policy as described right beneath: 

a) Algorithm1 CacheLocality: it looks for the available machines that already have the required container 
and selects the first one that fits on these requirements. If the required container is not found among these 
available machines, the container will be downloaded in the first available machine. 

Algorithm 1: CacheLocality 
Require: functions_queue, machines_available 
    while  functions_queue is not empty do  
        f←functions_queue[0]  
        container_required←f.container 
        machines_cadidates←sort(machines_available, container_required) 
        m←machines_candidates[0] 
        allocate(f, m) 
    end while 

Code 17 – Cache locality algorithm 

b) Algorithm2 CacheLocalityHard: it looks for machines that already have the required container, and it 
selects the first machine that is available among them. If none of them is available, but the container exists 
on at least one of them the function is forced to wait until one of the machines that already has the container 
becomes available. This behavior avoids as much as possible repeated download of containers; 

Algorithm 1: CacheLocalityHard 
Require: functions_queue, machines_available 
    while  functions_queue is not empty do  
        f←functions_queue[0]  
        container_required←f.container 
        machines_cadidates←sort(machines_available, container_required) 
        m←machines_candidates[0] 
        while m is not available do 
             sleep() 
        end while 
        allocate(f, m) 
    end while 

Code 18 – Cache locality hard algorithm 

c) CacheLocalityWithLayers: it looks for the available machines that already have the required container 
and selects the first one that fits on these requirements. If no complete image is found, it looks for container 
image layers that can be used from other available containers and the task is scheduled on the machine that 
has the most shared layers while it downloads the remaining ones. If neither the required container nor 
usable layers are found among these available machines, the container image will be downloaded in the 
first available machine. 
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Algorithm 3: CacheLocalityWithLayers 
Require: functions_queue, machines_available 
    while  functions_queue is not empty do  
        f←functions_queue[0]  
        container_required←f.container 
        for m in machines_available do  
           m.score←score(m, container_layers_required) 
        end for 
        machines_cadidates←sort(machines_available, container_required) 
        m←machines_candidates[0] 
        allocate(f, m) 
    end while 

Code 19 – Cache locality with layers algorithm 

d) CacheLocalityWithLayersHard: it searches at first for machines with the required container, if there is 
none, it searches for container image layers from other available containers that can be shared. After listing 
the machines with the required containers or usable layers, it verifies if there are any machines available 
among them, if so, it is selected. If none of them is available, the function is forced to wait until such 
availability. This behavior avoid as much as possible repeated download of containers or layers; 

it looks for the machines that already have the required container and selects the first one that fits on these 
requirements. If no complete image is found, it looks for container image layers that can be used from other 
available containers and the task is scheduled on the available machine that has the most shared layers, 
while it has to download the remaining ones. If none of them is available, but the container or some of the 
needed layers exist on at least one of the machines, the function is forced to wait until one of the machines 
that already has the container or some layers, becomes available. 

Algorithm 4: CacheLocalityWithLayersHard 
Require: functions_queue, machines_available 
    while  functions_queue is not empty do  
        f←functions_queue[0]  
        container_required←f.container 
        for m in machines_available do  
           m.score←score(m, container_layers_required) 
        end for 
        machines_cadidates←sort(machines_available, container_required) 
        m←machines_candidates[0] 
        while m is not available do 
             sleep() 
        end while 
        allocate(f, m) 
    end while 

Code 20 – Cache locality with layers hard algorithm 

In addition, a baseline policy has been created which was called AlwaysDownload, that will always 
download every container for all functions, even if containers already exist in the machines. This is a basic 
policy (that can happen in specific contexts, as for example, in applications that enforce security, not re-
using containers). 

The implementation of our first prototype of algorithms has been done initially within the simulator so that 
we can study their behaviour in different contexts. However, we have studied and analysed the internals of 
Kubernetes scheduler and we are currently implementing the above algorithms as new scheduling plugins 
within Kubernetes. In particular based on the details given in[32] and[10], we are working on adapting the 
existing ImageLocality plugin in order to provide the above variations of CacheLocality. 
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These are only some first algorithms to be implemented and further policies will be evaluated such as the 
ones that prioritize warm or hot containers. For that there are some parts of scheduling that take place 
within Openwhisk and hence in that case both Openwhisk and Kubernetes schedulers will need to be 
modified.  

Finally, most of the different scheduling constraints and parameters forwarded from the Global Continuum 
Placement are taken into account by default by using the typical parameters of defining a task/pod 
execution. Furthermore, in relation to the co-allocation strategies of task T5.4 the scheduler will set the 
needed affinities and anti-affinities as an additional filter based on the related inputs. If further adaptations 
are needed we will need to modify the definition of task/pod scheduling and take this into account within 
new adapted scheduling algorithms.  

5.4 Experimentation Outcomes 

To evaluate our newly implemented scheduling algorithms we have performed simulations based on 
Batsim-Simgrid. For that, we modeled the FaaS applications to be executed on top of Batsim. We created 
workloads specific for Serverless Functions, using the FunctionBench benchmarks, specifying their 
execution time, the containers name, tag, and list of layers - the different layers size along with the cpu 
processing time and memory required will be added in next steps. With that, on simulation time, we can 
know how long the function will take and how long it will take to download and deploy a container. With 
the information of the layers, we were able to compute a ratio with the existing layers in the different 
machines, to reduce their download and deployment time based on the amount of common layers. In this 
simulator we were also able to model different platforms, with a number of machines and nodes - network 
configuration will be added in next steps. 

Concerning the modeling of the computing infrastructure, we simulated the same computing infrastructure 
used for the real FaaS execution experiments, which took place in the first phase. To do the simulation we 
made use of the SimGrid features which allows us to define in detail the different characteristics of our 
simulated environment. Hence with the usage of both Batsim-Simgrid we managed to execute simulated 
experiments on our scheduling policies and managed to get quite promising results.   

We have run several experiments to compare the different implemented versions of CacheLocality 
scheduling Policy. In the following it is presented a simple example to illustrate how such policies can 
reduce the makespan of the platform, reducing the container or layers download. Figure 12 shows the 
execution time and the container download time, both in seconds, for three serverless functions, with 
specific input, used in our benchmarks. It shows the ratio is non-negligable between the time needed to 
download and deploy the containers and the time to execute the functions.  

 

Figure 12 – Execution and container download time 
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In addition, it is important to emphasize that it was investigated that video processing and image processing 
container images share about 80% of their layers, and linpack shares 0% on the contrary. 

Figure 13 illustrates such functions grouped in a workload, with three invocations of video processing, one 
invocation of linpack and one of image processing, followed by their submission time. 

 

Figure 13 – Functions grouped  

It was defined as a platform with two machines and it was simulated two different variations of the 
CacheLocality scheduling policy: c) CacheLocalityWithLayers and d) CacheLocalityWithLayersHard, in 
addition to the AlwaysDownload policy. The following figures will present the functions as the numbers on 
Figure 14, <function_id>, and their containers name will be composed by 
<container_name>_<job>_<function_id>_<container_counting>. For instance, function 0 will be preceded by 
python3action_video_processing_job0_0. 

 

Figure 14 – Always policy result 

Figure 14 shows the result of the Always Download policy. It is possible to see that as designed, all functions 
download their containers, even if the machine already executed the same function previously. This is 
basically to show the behavior in the worst case scenario which is something possible. 
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Figure 15 - Cache locality with layers results 

Figure 15 shows the results of the Cache Locality with Layers policy. This policy searches at first for 
machines available and after for layers to be shared. If the machines available do not have any useful layer, 
the entire container will be download there anyway, as the python3action_video_processing_job1_2 of 
function 1, which found machine 0 busy when it was submitted, and then was allocated to machine_1 even 
without any useful container layer. On the contrary, it is possible to see that the container 
python3action_image_processing_job4_3 of function 4 had its download time considerably reduced in 
comparison with expected. It happened due to the sharing of 80% of layers with the 
python3action_video_processing_job0_0 of functions 0 and 2. And finally, it is visible that function 2 does not 
have any container directly before it because it shares the same container used by function 0. 

 

Figure 16 - Cache locality hard with layers results 

Figure 16 shows the results of the CacheLocalityHardwithLayers policy. This policy searches at first for 
machines with layers to be shared and once found, select the best ones and check if they are available. If the 
selected machine is not available, the function will wait until the machine gets available and it will reduce 
the download of new containers or layers as much as possible. For instance, we can see that only three 
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containers were downloaded: python3action_video_processing_job0_0, python3action_linpack_job3_1, and 
python3action_image_processing_job4_2, which represent one container per type of function. It is possible 
to see that in comparison with Figure 15, the execution of function 1 was delayed to be executed on 
machine_0 that already had the required container. Then the function 4, image processing, followed the 
same behavior as on Figure 15 and was allocated to a machine that could share layers from other containers. 

In addition to the different behavior of each illustrated policy, it is possible to observe that the makespan 
was reduced in both CacheLocality variantes in comparison to the AlwaysDownload baseline, which is 
around 3500s for the last one, and around 2500s for the CacheLocalityWithLayers and 1500s for the 
CacheLocalityHardWithLayers. So it is possible to conclude that the sharing of layers can reduce the 
makespan of any workload if there are functions requiring compatible container images. Furthermore, we 
can conclude with this simple example that a more rigid approach such as delaying the execution of 
functions to benefit the sharing of possible container layers can produce an interesting tradeoff between 
increased functions waiting time and the makespan of the platform. Of course this is something that we 
need to validate with simulations. 

Hence the above results showed us the interest of our implemented algorithms and since the simulations 
have presented good results, the plan is to continue with the implementation of such policies in the real 
platforms. Kubernetes is the main layer where we are going to implement a new scheduler. Studying the 
Kubernetes Scheduler, which is based on predefined Policies and Profiles, we can modify the standard 
Profiles to use different Policies, and there is one Policy named Image-Locality that implements a behavior 
similar with the one we developed on top of our simulator. This will be adapted and enhanced to take into 
account the locality of the layers. 
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5.5 Next Steps 

In previous sections we described the different aspects of the studies that took place during the design, 
implementation and experimentation of the local-level scheduling algorithms of our global continuum. We 
have started with an initial analysis of the way FaaS applications are scheduled using default Openwhisk-
Kubernetes scheduling techniques and we have tried to understand what is needed to further improve 
various aspects.  

In addition we have provided an adapted simulator along with an experimental methodology to study the 
different scheduling algorithms. Based on our initial outcomes we have designed some first policies to 
address the delays due to downloads of containers in clusters where the containers or layers of the 
containers exist already. Hence the placement is adapted based on which resources provide particular 
containers or layers. We have implemented different variations of these policies and we have evaluated 
them using the simulator which showed promising results. 

Furthermore, we have studied the Kubernetes scheduler and its internals and we are currently in the 
process of implementing the CacheLocality policies as extensions of the ImageLocality plugin of the 
Kubernetes scheduler. Then we will integrate with the currently designed Physics local-cluster architecture 
connecting with the webhook and the different Kubernetes APIs.  

Our studies will then continue to explore, design and implement new scheduling policies based on various 
new parameters as defined within the higher layers such as the Design Environment, the Global Continuum 
Placement, the Performance Evaluation Framework and the Orchestrator. One of the important aspects that 
will be explored is the selection of warm and hot containers instead of cold ones to deploy the 
tasks/functions. For this particular adaptation, work will be needed not only within the Kubernetes 
scheduler, but also within the Openwhisk scheduler.  
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6. OPTIMIZED SERVICE COALLOCATION STRATEGIES 

The coallocation strategies component, developed under task T5.4, Optimized Service Co-allocation 
Strategies, is in charge of finding the most suitable placement decision for a new pod to be deployed taking 
into account the workloads that are running in a cluster in order to reduce the noisy behavior effect.  The 
co-allocation strategies look at the complementarity of deployed pods, that is, CPU intensive, memory 
intensive, network intensive… but also at the requirements defined by the application at design time in 
work package 3. Some functions may require a given hardware in order to be executed (e.g., GPU), some 
functions are not isolated, they are part of a workflow (e.g. a sequence of function invocations) that may run 
in the same node. Some functions may use a service and should be placed together with the service for 
improving performance. Those requirements are expressed with annotations by the applications designer 
in WP3 Functional and Semantic Continuum Services Design Framework. The application developer can 
also annotate information regarding the expected behavior of a function (CPU/memory/IO/network  
resources needed). All this information is passed to the infrastructure where a concrete pod will be 
deployed and the associated YAML file will be updated to include Kubernetes node and inter-pod affinity 
rules [27] which are used by the scheduler. The scheduler based on these rules will decide the placement 
of a concrete pod.  The node affinity constrains the nodes where the pod can be executed. For this purpose, 
nodes are labeled with key and value pairs and the pod YAML will use that label and indicate if this is a 
required or preferred node. Inter-pod affinity and anti-affinity rules constrain the nodes where a pod can 
be deployed based on the labels of the pods that are already running on the cluster.  The coallocation 
component will be in charge of generating these affinity rules. Moreover, statistics regarding the actual 
consumption of resources the pods in the cluster are collected and used to classify pods according to their 
CPU/IO/Network/Memory, so that future executions of the same type of pod can take this information into 
consideration even if the programmer did not include such annotations.  The infrastructure will also collect 
aggregated metrics of the resource usage for each node. This information will allow to approximate the 
resource consumption of nodes.  The co-allocation component will use this information to produce the 
affinity rules for each pod to be scheduled. 

The rest of the section presents the design  of this component,  and its implementation, the information it 
uses and produces, and an example to understand its behavior. 

6.1 Design Specification 
The goal of the collocation is to find out a set of set of candidate nodes for the deployment of new pod based 
on the current running nodes (workload) in a given cluster. We have run the Function Bench benchmark 
[18] using OpenWhisk in a Kubernetes cluster running to measure the effect on performance of coallocating 
functions that compete for the same resource. Function Bench defines a set of functions (workload) that 
compete for resources. More concretely, we have run the functions are CPU and memory intensive (Float 
operations, matrix multiplication, solver of linear equations, image processing and html generation with the 
Chameleon Python library) on OpenWhisk both isolated, being the single pod in a node, and coallocated in 
the same node all functions or four functions out or five in the same node to show the effect on the function 
execution time of the collocation of functions that compete for the same resources (CPU and memory).  The 
node that will execute the functions  is a quad-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X3220 @ 2.40GHz, equipped with 
8GB of RAM 1 Gbit Ethernet. Other nodes are used for OpenWhisk and the load injector. The float operations 
and pyaes pods request 257MiB memory, linpack and matmul 1024MiB and chameleon 1256 MiB. 
Functions in OpenWhisk are configured with min memory of 128MiB ,max. 2048MiB.  Figure 17 shows the 
relative increment in the execution time of each function when all functions (pods) are coallocated in the 
same pod (All functions coallocated bars) or only four functions (pods) are coallocated (four funtions 
coallocated bars) compared to their execution time alone (no other pod in the same node).  The execution 
time increases from 4.5% for the matrix multiplication function (matmul) till 53% increment for the 
Chameleon function. If the Chameleon function is not executed in the same node, the performance lost of 
the four coallocated functions (all of them but Chameleon function) is lower ranging from 4.5% 
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performance lost for the float operations till 22.5% for the linpack (linear equations solver). Although, the 
execution time of this function increases 22.5% when the four functions run together, the performance lost 
has decreased almost 20% compared to executing all functions (pods) together.  The collocation algorithm 
should not recommend to coallocate the pod corresponding to the Chameleon function in the same node 
the other functions are running to avoid performance degradation. 
 

 

Figure 17 - Execution time with coallocation 
The coallocation component  monitors the nodes and the workloads that run in the cluster in order to find 
a good placement for a new pod. This monitoring process is in charge of storing the resource consumption 
of each node and the pods running at each pod. This information is used to forecast the set of nodes that are 
more suitable for deploying a new pod based on historical data and the current load of the cluster nodes.  
The actual scheduling is done by the scheduler so, the co-allocation strategies component produces 
Kubernetes affinity rules for that pod that will be used later by the scheduler. At this point we assume the 
workload (type of pods to be deployed)  does not change and functions execute for a few minutes.  

The algorithm first restricts the candidate nodes based on the hardware requirements to reduce the search 
space. For instance, if the new pod requires a GPU, nodes in the cluster without a GPU are not taken into 
consideration. The nodes that fulfill the hardware requirements are considered as candidates.  Then, the 
algorithm tries to minimize the impact on the performance of the current running pods. Two alternatives 
have been considered in order to select the most suitable set of candidate nodes: a greedy approach and 
optimization. 

 The greedy approach tries to use as few nodes in the cluster as possible by filling nodes with pods 
instead of distributing the pods among the cluster nodes. The algorithm considers one resource at 
a time (for instance CPU or memory) and selects among the nodes that have resources for hosting 
the pod the ones that have less available resources. For example, if the goal resource to be optimized 
is CPU, the pod requires 3 cores, and 2GB RAM, and there are two candidate nodes, A and B, A with 
20 available cores and 30GB RAM free and B with 10 available cores and 40 GB RAM free, the 
algorithm will select node B because it will have less CPU available than A after deploying the pod. 
If the resource to maximize is memory, the node selected will be A (it will have 28GB of free memory 
while B will have 38). In a cluster, several nodes may have the same available resources in this case 
all of them will be considered by the scheduler, the component that decides on which node the pod 
will be deployed. The algorithm considers several resources (CPU, memory, bandwidth) in a given 
order that can be configured to produce a set of candidate nodes for the scheduling of the pod.. For 
instance, CPU-Memory means that candidate nodes are ordered considering the lower availability 
of CPU and then, considering the available memory. The algorithm produces as affinity rules the top 
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n nodes to be considered by the scheduler. The n value can also be configured. This greedy algorithm 
tries to minimize the number of nodes actually used and uses first the nodes with less capacity of 
the target resource. This algorithm will be able to accommodate pods with large requirements if 
they are deployed after a set of small requests. For instance, if  a new pod requests 15 cores and 
10GB RAM, node A can host the pod because the previous pod was deployed on node B. Otherwise, 
this new pod will have to wait for the previous pod to be evicted from A in order to be deployed. 

 The optimization algorithm selects a set of candidate nodes based on the current resource usage at 
each node, the type of pods already running and the previous statistics regarding resource 
consumption of the pod to be deployed. The goal is to balance the usage of resources at all nodes. 
the algorithm selects a set of candidate nodes.  

The coallocation strategy component consists of three functions (Figure 18). The CRD information collector, 
the Co-allocation algorithm, and the Affinity/Anti-affinity rules injector.   
  

 

Figure 18 - Coallocation Component: internal subcomponents 
The CRD information collector receives the pod YAML object. This component accesses the CRD YAML file 
of the workflow the pod belongs to. The CRD workflow stores the workflow structure (function execution 
order) and annotations related to the workflow. For instance, if all functions must or should be executed in 
the same node (affinities) or in different ones (anti-affinities). 

The relevant information regarding needed resources for the pod is: CPU and  Memory  requested. The  IO 
and network usage is obtained from previous executions. The information from nodes is also kept and 
updated periodically. Then, the algorithm for selecting pods is executed. 

Based on the outcome a set of affinity/antiaffinity rules are created.  The hardware requirements are 
translated into node affinities that depending if this are strong constraints, the affinity will be required 
(requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution in Kubernetes) or optional 
(preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution in Kubernetes)[13]. Each node that is an outcome of 
the algorithm (candidate to deploy the new pod) will be optional too. All nodes are labelled and their keys 
and values are in the CRD of  each node. 

Other requirements of the pod that come in the workflow such as some functions that should (not) be co-
allocated, are added to the pod YAML file as  inter-node affinity (anti-affinity). 

6.2 Implementation and Integration Highlights 
The Co-allocation strategy component has been implemented in Python and its execution is triggered by a 
Webhook before the pod is scheduled. Figure 19 shows the interaction diagram between the webhook 
component and the co-allocation strategies components. 
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Figure 19 - Add caption and reference 
  
Once the Webhook component detects that there is a new pod to be deployed in the Kubernetes cluster first 
updates the received pod object with the scheduler through the Scheduler component and then updates it 
with the affinity/antiaffinity rules through the Co-allocation component. The webhook calls the Co-
allocation component by means of its “get_ affinities” method sending the pod object YAML file. The Co-
allocation component once receives the pod YAML file process in order to obtain the workflow name. The 
workflow name is the name of the CRD that contains the workflow functions and the resources they request. 
The Kubernetes API is also used to get the information of the cluster (number of nodes and resources of 
each node). The dynamic information (available resources at each node, pods executed, resources 
consumed by each pod) is periodically stored in Prometheus. The algorithm uses this information to select 
the candidate nodes. Finally, the affinity/antiaffinity injector component updates the pod object yaml that 
will be returned to the webhook component to start with the pod scheduling.  
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Co-allocation Algorithm   
Require:   
  listNodes: list of nodes in the cluster  
  deployedPods: pods information (node, CPU%, mem %, network)   
  coAllocationRequirements: pods co-allocation requirements. If the pod to be deployed has to be 
                            co-allocated with an existing pod   
  podRequirements: CPU, memory, network and hardware requirements (GPU, SSD, …)   
   
1.  nodesInformation <- GetNodesInfoPrometheus(listNodes) 
2.  availableNodes <- SortedListOfNodesEnoughResources(listNodes, podRequirements)   
3.  interferencePodNodes<- CheckPodsInterferences(availableNodes, deployedPods)   
4.  if interferencePodNodes > 1 && availableNodes!=interferencePodNodes then   
5.    availableNodes <- removeInterferenceNodesFromList(availableNodes, interferencePodNodes)   
6.  fi   
7. 
8.  #Generate affinity/antiaffinity rules   
9. 
10. if availableNodes != listNodes then   
11.   if hardwareRequirements then   
12.      generateLabelNodesAffinityRules(availableNodes)   
13.   fi  
14.   generatePodCoAllocationAffinityRules(availableNodes)  
15. fi 

Code 21 – Coallocation algorithm 

6.3 Next Steps 
The next steps regarding the co-allocation component are: 

 Evaluate the performance and overheads of the co-allocation strategy component in homogeneous 
and heterogeneous nodes with different loads and workloads. 

 Select the forecasting algorithms for selecting candidate nodes. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
This deliverable presents the first version of the PHYSICS Extended Infrastructure Services. The main 
building blocks are described, together with the design decisions taken, its implementation and interaction 
details, initial results, and next steps. 

This deliverable describes the upstream component selected as the main building blocks for the 
infrastructure layer, including multicluster setups. In addition it presents the new APIs at the infrastructure 
layer that the upper layers need to leverage, and therefore guides the interactions with them, specially with 
the WP4 components. Also defining the interactions between the components of the infrastructure layers, 
such as the new scheduler and co-allocation algorithms and Kubernetes, following the upstream kubernetes 
best practices (such as CRDs and Operators). 

This document will be considered a live document to be updated as needed until a second final version of 
the deliverable is produced in month 30. 
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